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The Wake Green Road Prefabs

prefabs in Moseley,
Birmingham, still stand proud more than 70 years since
they were built as a temporary solution to Britain’s postwar housing problems.

Between 1944 and 1949, more than 156,000 two-

bedroom temporary bungalows rose across the UK under
the Temporary Housing Programme. More than 4,000
were in Birmingham: although they have been well loved
by the people who lived in them, most have been pulled
down.

All the bungalows had a minimum 635 sq ft floor

space and were assembled from prebuilt panels attached
to prefabricated wood or metal frames. The Wake Green
Road houses are the Phoenix type – detached, three-bay,
steel-framed and clad in corrugated asbestos sheeting
with metal windows.

All prefabs came with a central service unit of a

prefabricated kitchen built onto a bathroom and indoor
lavatory with central service pipes and a coal fire and
back boiler to fuel hot water and a hot air central heating
system. The kitchens contained the latest labour-saving
equipment and were luxurious for the time.

The Birmingham prefabs were listed Grade II in

1998 as “an unusual surviving example”. Birmingham
Conservation Trust, the Twentieth Century Society in
the West Midlands and the Prefab Museum are working
on the Prefabulous project to conserve the bungalows,
several of which are empty and in poor repair.
Lou Robson, October 2016
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Birmingham Interest in the project was overwhelming

Conservation Trust was privileged to be able with far more people enquiring about free
to work with the Moving Prefab Museum tickets than we had to offer. In the end
as part of Birmingham Heritage Week. more than 120 people visited the bungalows,
many of whom had lived in prefabs
The Wake Green Road prefabs had themselves as children. The days really
been on the Trust’s radar for a while and helped to raise the profile of the prefabs
with Lou Robson’s in-depth conservation but the Birmingham Conservation Trust
plan throwing more light onto the buildings’ and everyone who replied to the follow up
history, it seemed a shame that the public survey said they were very likely to now tell
weren’t able to enjoy visiting this special others about the Moving Prefab Museum.
slice of Birmingham’s social history.
There was great support for the Trust’s
The prefabs (a row of 17 of which 16 proposals to take on the six vacant buildings
have listed building status) are currently and turn four of them into 1940s holiday lets
mainly under the ownership of Birmingham and a prefab museum space. Birmingham
City Council who still rent out ten of the Conservation Trust is currently looking for a
properties. Thanks to Tom Taplin of BCC, new director to take the project onward and
we were able to open up two of the vacant we hope to be able to report back on how the
properties for two days over the Heritage project is progressing in subsequent editions.
Week period. While it was disappointing
not to be able to allow public access to the Vicki Cox, Birmingham Conservation Trust
property with the most original features,
the two we could use still retained a
number of the original features and still
gave the feeling of stepping back in time.

The Moving Prefab Museum and Lou

Robson, from the Twentieth Century Society,
provided displays about prefabs past and
BCT showed the present state of the prefabs
as well as detailing the plans for the future.
The Wake Green Road prefabs, June 2016.
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